
 

SPRINTEMBER 3.0

WHAT IS SPRINTEMBER?
SPRINTember is an initiative to place an emphasis on sprinting and speed development as it pertains to performance!

Our goal is to spread knowledge and awareness throughout this educational & interactive month of speed development !

The goal of SPRINTember is to put something positive into the world while popularizing speed development methods ... AND GET FAST!

THE BACKSTORY
In our observation, the common seen training qualities seen in repeat sprint ability don't present the best training environment to enhance game 

performance.  It does not seem to matter how in shape the wide reciever who runs a 4.9 40y Dash when he goes against an equally skilled, technically and 

tactically prepared defensive back who runs a 4.4 40y Dash.  

Faster, stronger, more explosive, more powerful athletes win games.  This is not ground breaking research or new information.  

Although, aligning training stimuli to most effciently and maximally affect these top end qualities may be to some.  

The 4.9 40y Dash is slow and light to the athlete who  has the capability of running a 4.4 40.  This faster athlete will appear more 'in shape' as the game 

wears on due to their superior alactic qualities. Simultaneously, having a robust aerobic engine to enhance the recovery capability to repeat alactic efforts is 

extremely important when it comes to recovery ! 

It is with these points in mind that we wish to focus SPRINTember on raising the speed of athletes through true sprint work.  This includes SPRINTING, 

RESTING, & REPEATING rather than trying to increase "game shape" by running 300's, repeat moderate 110's and gassers.  

These have been coined 'Lactic Bath's' that do not replicate the bio-energetic demands of most field sports.

WHAT'S NEW ?

The program utilizes the HI - LO CNS Model.  We have a number of alterations from previous years in the periodization drills and schemes.
We periodize our weighted sprints with a bell curve loading approach this year.  Instead of a linear progression (i.e. 20lb, 40lb, 60lb, 80lb resistance).  

The bell curve closer resembles weight of resistance.  This allows us to build our intensity (weight towed) during the first half of the month.
While towards the end of the month, we progressively decrease the weight and increase the velocity with lighter weight towed.  A sample is below.

We also introduce loaded jumps into the program this year with different trap bar jump variations to further load our plyometric protocol.
Don't become inundated with the details - execution is far more important than any fancy rep scheme !
Like anything: Sprinting can be a great form of medicine or poison for athletes: the magic is in the dose!

Another year - another opportuniy for speed work!  There are changes from years past, but the goal remains the same - SPRINT FAST!
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WHY HI-LO CNS TRAINING?
High CNS days increase top-end alactic outputs

THERE ARE A PLETHORA OF OTHER REASONS WE CAN DIVE INTO, BUT THIS COMMON SENSE ONE SHOULD SUFFICE.
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When it comes to performance, mental health is at the forefront and is becoming more and more prevalent for athletes and coaches to speak out on the 

importance of mental health. With that in mind, every profit from T-shirt sales will be donated to help increase support for mental health.

Polarization of training avoids middle intensity zones.

Remember, stress is hollistic.  If you perform 10x10 RDL's OR intensive on-field lactic training (300's, gasssers, 110's) the day before max velocity sprinting, 

are you setting yourself up for success or injury?  Are you truly achieving a max velocity stimulus ?  Don't run using mindless yardage !

The Central Nervous System is the Ultimate governor.  Structure your training program accordingly.

We advocate a Hi-Lo CNS Model for field work COMPLIMENTING the weight room versus COMPETING against each other as the athlete is one organism!

WHERE DOES THE WEIGHT ROOM FIT IN?
THIS MAY BE ONE OF THE MOST CRUCIAL COMPONENTS IN THE ENTIRE PROGRAM!

FOR A CAUSE
This month is about putting something POSITIVE into the world.  This idea has culminated into coaches coming together to focus on speed  !

This includes a free speed program dedicated to speed and power development, as well as donating to a great cause.

ALL profits from shirt sales will be donated to an organization aimed to enhance mental health for athletes and coaches.

 This middle zone is too slow to be specific to the objective of performance and too fast to recover from within 48 hours.

Necessary to have 48-72 hours recovery between HI CNS training days for optimal performance.

Why would we have the human body perform a fluid, dynamic, maximal intensity sprint in a fatigued, shortened, tense state?

This includes what we do the day OF sprinting but also the day(s) PRIOR; further advocating the HI-LOW CNS model.

WEIGHTS OR SPEED FIRST?
SPEED FIRST. ALWAYS.

Rate of force development, ground reaction forces, elasticity, and relaxation rates are all critical to max output sprint performance.

When we lift weights, our muscles shorten (contract) and increase tension (become stiff).

LO CNS bouts enhance recovery between HI CNS days

Middle intensity (running velocity between 76% - 94%) is avoided the majority of the time.



THE RULES

CHOOSE WISELY!

 

4. 1 Minute rest for every 10 yards covered with HI CNS sprinting.

5.  Don't think about cues, form, etc. JUST SPRINT > RUN

1.  Follow HI-LO CNS Field Work / Weight Room Outline

2. 48-72 hours between HI CNS bouts
3. LO CNS Work performed EXTENSIVELY (60-70%) = Last rep should feel like the first.

6. Post video's, comment, have fun, join the movement.

HOW DO I KNOW IF I'M MAKING PROGRESS?
1. TIME YOURSELF

2. VIDEO YOURSELF

3. POST YOURSELF FOR OTHERS TO COMMENT ON

2 HI DAY PROGRAM 3 HI DAY PROGRAM

"FAST CAT" / ELASTIC DOMINANT ATHLETE

WHICH PROGRAM SHOULD I FOLLOW?
BEGINNER-INTERMEDIATE PLAN

YOU'VE DABBLED IN ACCEL STARTS  & PLYO'S

YOU DON’T MAX V SPRINT REGULARLY

"BIG CAT" / STRENGTH DOMINANT ATHLETE
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YOU REGULARLY SPRINT, JUMP, THROW

INTERMEDIATE-ADVANCED PLAN
YOU'VE DABBLED IN MAX V SPRINTS



WE STAND ON THE SHOULDERS OF GIANTS
Here is a non-exhaustive list of performance coaches in the industry who have had a major impact on myself, the field, and the formation of knowledge.

Charlie Francis, James Smith, Dan Pfaff, Stu McMillan, Buddy Morris, Derek Hansen, Cal Dietz, Michael Yessis, Mike Boyle, Fergus Connolly, Yuri 

Verskoshansky, Tony Holler, Ken Clark, Cam Josse, Frans Bosch, Mel Siff, Vladimir Issurin, Bryan Mann, Jim Smith, Louie Simmons, Joe Defranco, Mike 

Guadango, Loren Landow, Al Vermeil, Keir Wenham-Flatt, James Radcliffe, Mike Nicolini, Greg Segrove
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